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Abstract
Distributed actor garbage collection differs from distributed object garbage collection in that it needs to consider
in-transit message detection, unordered message reception, and actor migration. In this paper, we propose a new
snapshot-based distributed actor garbage collection algorithm. The algorithm does not require First-In-First-Out or
blocking communication, nor message logging. Furthermore, actor migration is allowed while capturing global
snapshots and partial snapshots can be safely used to collect garbage, therefore not requiring comprehensive
cooperation among all computing nodes. These features make it unique in the area of distributed garbage collection.
We formally prove the following safety and conditional liveness properties of the algorithm: 1) the garbage in a
global snapshot, created by composing several local snapshots, remains the same from the beginning to the end
of the global snapshot algorithm, and 2) garbage is eventually collected if the global garbage collection algorithm
is periodically activated and every blocked actor is always captured before a global garbage collection phase is
triggered.
Index Terms
D.4.7.b distributed systems, D.4.2.c garbage collection, D.3.4.f memory management, D.4.m miscellaneous,
distributed snapshot algorithms, actors, active objects, mobile objects.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Automatic memory management, usually called garbage collection (GC), is a technique to reclaim
unreferenced memory space. It raises the level of programming by preventing programmers’ error-prone
manual memory space manipulations. The problem of garbage collection is to find the complement set
of transitively reachable objects from the root set, where the root set refers to the set of objects directly
available to access by threads of control. Garbage collection in a distributed environment is difficult —
no global clock, no centralized memory, inherent concurrency, and possible failures of computing nodes
and the network. These factors complicate detection of a consistent global state of a distributed system,
required for finding all distributed garbage.
A. Garbage Collection in Actor Systems
Recently, mobile active objects are becoming more and more important because of the uprising development of grid and pervasive computing. A mobile active object can migrate to another computing
host, which enables runtime application reconfiguration. Runtime reconfiguration is important to improve
computing quality because the state of resources is always changing. For example, an active object can
migrate from a busy computing host to another idle host to achieve dynamic load balancing. Another
example is that an active object can migrate from a cell phone to another computing host such as a laptop
in case of low battery.
The most widely adopted model for reasoning about active objects is the actor model of computation
[1], [12]. An actor system is comprised of uniquely named, autonomous reactive active objects, namely
the actors. Communication of actors is purely asynchronous, guaranteed, and fair — they always send
messages in a non-blocking manner. Even though messages may arrive unordered, they are eventually
delivered. Furthermore, an actor can either send messages to its acquaintances, to whom it has explicit
references, or some predefined special actors such as the output service. An actor consists of an encapsulated thread of control, its internal state, and a message box to buffer incoming messages. An actor
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Fig. 1. An actor is a reactive entity which communicates with others by asynchronous messages in a non-blocking manner. In response to
an incoming message, it can use its thread of control to 1) modify its internal state, 2) send messages to other actors, 3) create actors, or 4)
migrate to another computing node.

is unblocked if it is processing a message or has messages in its message box; otherwise it is blocked
waiting for incoming messages. An actor buffers incoming messages in its message box, and its thread of
control keeps retrieving and processing them. In response to an incoming message, an actor can use its
thread of control to modify its encapsulated internal state, send messages to other actors, create actors,
or migrate to another computing node (see Figure 1).
The actor model of computation provides a natural semantics for distributed systems because it has
several preferable features: purely asynchronous communication (non-blocking and unordered communication), and state encapsulation with an internal thread. With these features, a distributed system can
be easily reconfigured at runtime — migration of an actor is as easy as migration of its encapsulated
state and its message box, without worrying about state corruption. Comparing to the synchronous object
method invocation model (or the Remote Procedure Call model), the actor model is more concurrent
because actors do not block for any return value. Additionally, state encapsulation facilitates dynamic
load balancing [10] by reallocating the actors during computation. Many programming languages have
partial or total support for actor semantics, such as SALSA [36], ABCL [44], THAL [17], and Erlang
[2]. Some libraries also support the actor model of computation, such as Actor Foundry [26] for Java,
Broadway [33] for C++, IOS for MPI library [11], and Actalk [6] for Smalltalk.
Distributed garbage collection has been developed for decades. However, literature for active object
garbage collection is scarce. The problem of actor garbage collection is different in nature from passive
object garbage collection. Actor computations must be able to directly or indirectly provide results to a set
of predefined output devices, such as consoles, printers, file systems, or databases. Actors may also obtain
information from input devices, such as keyboards or sensors, to output results if they can communicate
with them. As a result, the input or output devices are represented by a root set of actors. Actors that can
directly or indirectly communicate with the root set of actors are live. Figure 2 illustrates a key difference
between actor garbage collection and passive object garbage collection.
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Fig. 2. Actors 3, 4, and 8 are live because they can potentially send messages to the root. Objects 3, 4, and 8 are garbage because they
are not reachable from the root.

B. Snapshot Algorithm in Actor Garbage Collection
A snapshot algorithm executes in parallel with applications to obtain the configuration of a system, also
referred to as the snapshot. In a distributed system, active entities, such as MPI processes and actors, can
send messages to affect each other, which means a snapshot algorithm must take care of both in-transit
messages and each local state of the system. A snapshot must be causally consistent, but different variations
of snapshot algorithms have different requirements of causal consistency. Actor garbage collection requires
that no live actors can be collected (safety), and garbage is eventually collected (liveness). Sometimes the
ability to collect garbage one chunk at a time (incrementality) is important when a system is large or it
needs interactivity. Snapshots are used in garbage collection [15], [28], [37], [38], as well as in many other
areas, such as distributed termination detection [24] and distributed checkpointing for execution rollback
[7], [30].
Snapshot-based algorithms greatly fit in the need of actor systems because they have less interference
with applications than blocking-based algorithms do. A snapshot-based actor garbage collection algorithm
first obtains a consistent global state, and then identifies garbage over the global state. Snapshot-based
algorithms can detect a causally consistent snapshot, which means each snapshot is causally independent
from each other. However, when a snapshot-based algorithm is applied to a mobile actor system, it encounters difficulties detecting in-transit actors because these actors are being transmitted over the network and
are therefore hard to detect. The end result is that global snapshots may be missing actors or may contain
duplicate actors; both views inconsistent with the global system state. In-transit messages cause three
additional difficulties to detect actor garbage in a distributed environment. Firstly, in-transit messages may
carry references that can affect the global state. Secondly, a reference to an actor can be deleted, while a
message to it is in transit because actor communication is non-blocking. This implies that there may exist a
blocked actor such that nobody knows about it but it is live. In other words, following references to detect
garbage is not reliable in actor systems. Thirdly, actors communicate with each other by asynchronous
and non-First-In-First-Out (non-FIFO) messages, which violates preconditions of most existing garbage
collection algorithms and snapshot algorithms. Using existing snapshot algorithms for distributed garbage
collection tends to be more restrictive — FIFO message delivery, blocking communication, huge space
for message and state logging, or a distributed clock must be used. Furthermore, they rely on completely
cooperative computing nodes to maintain safety of garbage collection.
Incrementality can be provided by using a non-blocking, non-FIFO actor reference listing algorithm
to figure out whether an actor is remotely referenced, either from in-transit actors or actors at remote
computing nodes. We have developed such an actor reference listing algorithm as part of the pseudo-root
approach [40], in order to help building a consistent partial snapshot for actor garbage collection.
The key to make our snapshot algorithm flexible is to utilize some features of garbage collection. Actor
garbage collection does not care about all the states that a system maintains. Its interest is the referential
relationship of actors, which can be represented by a conceptual actor reference graph. The most important
thing is that the snapshot does not need to be strictly causally consistent if an actor garbage collection
algorithm can guarantee liveness and correctness. The trick to achieve this goal is to use an alternative
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approach to make an actor live, that is, the state of a root is equal to the state of an actor which is
referenced by a root. Starting from this idea, we introduce the pseudo-root approach, and then propose
a partial snapshot algorithm for actor garbage collection, a snapshot recording model to reason about
the behavior of the snapshot algorithm, and safety and liveness proofs for correctness of the snapshot
algorithm.
Our approach is unique and novel since it is purely asynchronous — non-blocking and non-FirstIn-First-Out, which means that it preserves the nature of the actor model. Furthermore, it can support
hierarchical garbage collection [19] in a non-blocking manner even when some actors are migrating.
Outline of This Paper
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II we give the definition of garbage
actors and the problem of the distributed snapshot for actor garbage collection. In Section III we describe
the general idea of the snapshot algorithm and the pseudo-root approach. In Section IV we present a
computing model and proofs for the proposed snapshot algorithm. In Section V we discuss related work.
Section VI contains concluding remarks and future work.
II. P ROBLEM D EFINITION
The section introduces the definition of actor garbage collection, the computing environment for mobile actor systems, and the assumptions for the computing environments. We also address the causally
inconsistent snapshot problem caused by asynchronous message delivery.
A. Live Actor Definition
The definition of actor garbage comes from whether or not an actor can possibly perform meaningful
computations, which is defined as having the ability to communicate with any of pre-defined root actors.
For example, an actor is considered live if it can possibly send messages to any output resource (i.e. a
printer) or public service (i.e. a web service). Kafura et. al. have provided a definition of live actors [16],
which is widely adopted in the literature. Conceptually, an actor is live if it is a root or it can either
potentially: 1) receive messages from the root actors or 2) send messages to the root actors. The set of
actor garbage is then defined as the complement set of live actors. To formally describe our new actor
GC model, we introduce the following definitions:
• Blocked actor: An actor is blocked if it has no pending messages in its message box, nor any message
being processed. Otherwise it is unblocked.
• Reference: A reference indicates an address of an actor. Actor a can only send messages to Actor
b if actor a has a reference pointing to Actor b. The reference from a to b is denoted as ab.
• Inverse reference: An inverse reference is a conceptual reference in the reverse direction of an
existing reference. It is used by a garbage collection mechanism to figure out whether an actor is
remotely referenced.
• Acquaintance: Let Actor a have a reference pointing to Actor b. Actor b is an acquaintance of a,
and a is an inverse acquaintance of b.
• Root actor: An actor is a root actor if it encapsulates a resource, or if it is a public service — such
as I/O devices, web services, and databases.
The original definition of live actors is denotational. We adopted Dickman’s idea of potential live actors
[9] to re-define live actors, as follows:
• Potentially live actor:
– Every unblocked actor and root actor is potentially live.
– Every acquaintance of a potentially live actor is potentially live.
• Live actor:
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Fig. 3. This figure shows an example of a mobile actor system. Computing nodes 1, 2, and 3 are connected. Actor b is migrating; Actors
a, c, and e are blocked; Actors d, f , g are unblocked. Messages M1 and M2 are in transit but their respective references ab and ac have
been deleted; notice that references ab and ac had to exist before M1 and M2 were sent. Message M3 with a reference to actor f is sent
towards Actor d.

– A root actor is live.
– Every acquaintance of a live actor is live.
– Every potentially live, inverse acquaintance of a live actor is live.
B. The Distributed Mobile Actor Garbage Collection Problem
The problem of mobile actor garbage collection is related to how a distributed mobile actor system
performs computing tasks. We assume that the grid or pervasive computing environment consists of
computing nodes which provide CPU time and memory space for computations, while there is no specific
topology assumption for how the nodes are connected. Liveness of the algorithm might be affected
by permanent node failures, but safety is guaranteed even though some computing nodes may become
uncooperative temporarily. Applications, composed of mobile actors, are running on the computing nodes.
Mobile actor garbage collection in such computing environments can be viewed as follows: Given a mobile
actor system, identify actor garbage at some time point over a subset of the computing nodes. We assume
that local snapshots at single computing nodes are given and are consistent with the state at that node
at the beginning of the global snapshot algorithm. We also make the assumption that every actor has a
reference to itself.
Mutation operations are performed by actors to change the conceptual actor reference graph over the
subset of nodes in consideration. They consist of 1) actor creation, 2) references passing/reception, 3)
reference deletion, 4) migration, and 5) actor state transition from unblocked to blocked and vice versa.
Because actor communication is asynchronous, mutation operations can occur out of order. For instance,
an actor can send out a message and then remove the reference to the message target before the message
is received. Furthermore, a migrating actor is temporarily difficult to detect because it is in transit. Figure
3 illustrates a mobile actor computing environment.
C. Live Unblocked Actor Principle
A practical actor-oriented programming language should provide the ability to access resources, or to
communicate with predefined public services. An important assumption we make is that every actor has
access rights to the root set. Without program analysis techniques, we must assume that every actor has
persistent references to the root set. This precondition leads to the live unblocked actor principle, which
says that every unblocked actor is live. The live unblocked actor principle is easy to prove. Since each
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Fig. 4. Time lines to illustrate late and early messages. At the left side, Actor a sends a message to Actor b at t1 and then its state is
recorded at ta ; the state of Actor b is recorded at tb and then it receives the message at t2 . At the right side, the state of Actor a is recorded
at ta and then it sends a message to Actor b at t1 ; Actor b receives it at t2 and then its state is recorded at tb .

unblocked actor is: 1) an inverse acquaintance of the root actors and 2) defined as potentially live, it is live
according to the live actor definition. The live unblocked actor principle makes actor garbage collection
very similar to passive object garbage collection because every unblocked actor can be treated as a root
actor directly without changing the meaning of actor garbage. With the live unblocked actor principle,
every unblocked actor can be viewed as a root. Therefore, every potentially live actor is live because
they can possibly receive messages from unblocked actors and then send messages to the root actors.
This idea leads to the core concept of pseudo-root actor garbage collection [40], which is introduced in
Sub-Section III-C. The pseudo-root approach can support incremental actor garbage collection (a chunk
of garbage at a time) and handle temporarily uncooperative actors and computing nodes. We assume that
actors migrate in response to a message requesting migration. Therefore, migrating actors are unblocked,
and by the live unblocked actor principle are also live.
D. Causally Consistent Snapshot
A snapshot algorithm must guarantee the causal consistency of the obtained snapshot. The problem of
causal consistency can be expressed by the order of message sending, message reception, and local state
logging. Let Actor a send an application message at time t1 to a remote actor b, and Actor b receive the
message at time t2 . Let ta and tb be the time points when a snapshot is taken for a and b respectively.
Note that t2 > t1 is always true because of the causal relationship of message sending. There are two
kinds of inconsistent snapshots caused by different orders of message delivery (refer to Figure 4):
• Late message (in-flight message): If (t1 < ta ) ∧ (tb < t2 ), the message is said to be late. A late
message does not affect causal consistency because it is irrelevant to the recorded state of Actor b.
It is only important to a system which needs to replay messages right after a global snapshot (i.e.
system rollback upon failures).
• Early message (inconsistent message): If (ta < t1 ) ∧ (t2 < tb ), the message is said to be early. It
is causally inconsistent because a message produced by a future unrecorded state of Actor a, affects
the recorded state of Actor b.
Mobile actor garbage collection must solve the early message problem. A snapshot-based algorithm is
both safe and live if either the snapshot does not contain early messages, or early messages do not affect
safety and liveness.
III. N ON - BLOCKING S NAPSHOT A LGORITHM AND P SEUDO -ROOT A PPROACH
Given a non-blocking, non-FIFO reference listing algorithm such as the pseudo-root approach [40],
many actor garbage collection problems can be simplified:
1) In-transit messages and in-transit references are represented as part of the actor reference graph to
guarantee safety and liveness. For instance, a message from Actor a to Actor b is represented as a
reference from Live actor a to Actor b, and the relationship is detectable in Actor a.
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2) Remotely referenced actors can be identified by using inverse references.
3) Actor garbage collection does not stop applications.
Unfortunately, such a reference listing algorithm cannot identify distributed mutually referenced actor
garbage (distributed cycles). We propose a snapshot algorithm for distributed actor garbage collection
to solve this problem. The fundamental idea is to put a partial collection of actors into a snapshot (the
local actor reference graph) at each computing node, and then to keep watching the collection until the
snapshot algorithm terminates. The snapshot may mutate whenever any actor belonging to the snapshot
mutates. No new garbage is created in the snapshot by mutation operations, but applications do create
new garbage which will only be detected at the next actor garbage collection phase. To generalize in one
sentence, the goal of the snapshot algorithm is to maintain a superset actor reference graph G1 of the real
actor reference graph G2 at the time that the snapshot algorithm begins, where the set of pseudo-roots
of G1 is a superset of that of G2 and the set of references of G1 is also a superset of that of G2. The
proposed snapshot algorithm is obviously safe because the set of garbage of G1 is a subset of that of
G2, but it produces floating garbage. Floating garbage refers to actors which become garbage during
a garbage collection phase, but cannot be detected in that phase. Any garbage collector that uses this
approach cannot detect floating garbage of G1, but it can detect the floating garbage in the next garbage
collection cycle because garbage cannot become live any longer.
The non-blocking snapshot algorithm consists of two parts: local state logging and global synchronization. Local state logging is performed by local garbage collectors. A global agent is assigned to
initialize and to terminate the snapshot, where two global synchronizations are enough for a causally
consistent global snapshot — one to trigger local state logging and the other one to terminate local
state logging. Unlike other distributed snapshot-based algorithms, our algorithm does not require message
logging. Instead, monitoring mutation operations is enough.
A. Local State Logging
Local state logging is triggered by a global synchronization agent, which requests the local garbage
collector to form a closed group of actors and then starts to monitor mutation operations on that closed
group. Newly created actors are automatically excluded from the closed group; migrating or migrated
actors are segregated by the local snapshot procedure. Reference deletion is not logged because we want
to ensure a live actor remains live by following the original path from the beginning to the end of
the local state logging. The state logging procedure for local snapshot has to ensure that: 1) deleted
references, including inverse references, are logged in the local snapshot, 2) migrating or migrated actors
are segregated dynamically from the closed group and their acquaintances become remotely referenced.
Figure 5 shows an example of how the local state logging works. The local state logging algorithm
is modeled as a special actor which responds to a global garbage collection request from the global
synchronization agent. Note that it does not stop any mutation operations, including migration.
B. Global Snapshot Synchronization
The global synchronization agent is devised to coordinate a meaningful global snapshot among several
computing nodes. Since each computing node logs local state independently, some kind of global synchronization must be used to ensure that no early messages or migrating actors can be received before
the state logging starts. This goal can be achieved by enforcing the participating local snapshots to have
a common overlapping time range during local state logging. An overlapping time range also ensures
that no actor can appear more than once at the participating local snapshots with the help of local state
logging. Let the common overlapping time range start at time t1 and finish later to become available for
global snapshot merging. It is obvious that the set of garbage at each local snapshot is fixed after t1 .
Our algorithm also guarantees that the set of global garbage in the global snapshot, combined by the
participating local snapshots, is fixed after t1 . To prevent some kind of temporary failures from stopping
global garbage collection, the synchronization agent can use a time-out to keep the global snapshot going.
The pseudo-code is shown in Figure III-B and 6.
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last stage, Actor a migrates away, and the local snapshot should reflect the fact that Actor a is missing. Meanwhile, all its acquaintances
should become remotely referenced because the local snapshot must not produce new garbage. At this stage, no actor in the local snapshot
is garbage. Actor a is not garbage either because it does not belong to the closed group.


Alg o rit hm d i s t r i b u t e d s n a p s h o t
1 . c r e a t e a u n i q u e t a s k number T
2 . f o r e a c h c o m p u t i n g n o d e X do
3.
asynchronously execute l o c a l m o n i t o r (T)
4.
/ / e a c h may r e p l y YES o r NO
5. wait unt il
6.
1 ) e v e r y c o m p u t i n g n o d e h a s r e p l i e d , or 2 ) t i m e o u t
7 . f o r e a c h c o m p u t i n g n o d e X wh ich r e p l i e s YES do
8.
asynchronously execute l o c a l s n a p s h o t (T)
9.
/ / e a c h may r e p l y OK o r FAILED
10. wait unt il
11.
1 ) a l l c o m p u t i n g n o d e s h a v e r e p l i e d OK, or 2 ) t i m e o u t

Fig. 6. The distributed snapshot algorithm. A meaningful global snapshot consists of the local snapshots of the computing nodes that reply
’OK’.

C. The Pseudo-Root Approach
Actor garbage collection is difficult even in a single computing node. For instance, incremental garbage
collection under non-blocking and non-FIFO communication had not been solved until recently. Our
previous research, the pseudo-root approach [40], provides a feasible solution for this problem. With the
pseudo-root approach, the proposed snapshot-based actor garbage collection algorithm can be performed
in a non-blocking manner — that is, garbage collection does not stop the mutation operations of the
application.
The pseudo-root approach, which is based on the live unblocked actor principle, makes actor garbage
collection similar to passive object garbage collection. Actor garbage collection starts by identifying some
live (not necessarily root) or even garbage actors as pseudo-roots. There are four types of pseudo-root
actors: 1) root actors (persistent services), 2) unblocked actors, 3) sender pseudo-root actors, and 4) global
pseudo-root actors. The second kind of pseudo-root actor is live according to the live unblocked actor
principle (see Subsection II-C). The last two types of pseudo-root actors will be explained in the following
paragraphs.
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//
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Local Snapshot Actor :
W o r k i n g L i s t L ← EMPTY
G r o u p o f A c t o r s P ← EMPTY
S n a p s h o t T a b l e ST ← EMPTY

Pro cedure l o c a l m o n i t o r ( Task T )
1 . i f l o c a l h o s t s t a t u s = C a n n o t t a k e a s n a p s h o t t hen
2.
r e p l y NO
3. else
4.
L . pushTask (T)
5.
i f s i z e ( L ) = 1 t hen
6.
o b t a i n a clo sed group of a c t o r s P
7.
for each a c t o r A in P
8.
i f A = NULL t hen
9.
remove A f r o m P / / A h a s m i g r a t e d away
10.
else
11.
enable s t a t e l o g g i n g of A
1 2 . r e p l y YES
Pro cedure l o c a l s n a p s h o t ( Task T )
1 . i f L . f i n d ( T ) = FALSE t hen
2.
r e p l y FAILED
3. else
4.
S n a p s h o t S ← empty
5.
f o r e a c h a c t o r A i n P do
6.
S . r e c o r d A c t o r (A)
7.
f o r e a c h a c t o r A i n P do
8.
stop s t a t e l o g g i n g of A
9.
/ / s a v e S i n t o t h e s n a p s h o t t a b l e ST by
10.
/ / d e n o t i n g t h e w o r k i n g l i s t L on i t ( L i n e 1 1 )
11.
ST . add ( L , S )
12.
L. clear ()
13.
r e p l y OK

Fig. 7.

The local snapshot actor.

Pseudo-root actors can be treated as roots directly, serving as the starting points of Depth-First-Search
or Breadth-First-Search (a trace-based algorithm) to transitively mark live actors. A trace-based garbage
collection algorithm works perfectly in a synchronous system with method invocations (or procedure
calls). However, it causes problems on a system with non-blocking message passing. In a non-blocking
communication environment, an actor can send a message by using a reference, and immediately delete
the reference before the message has been received. A trace-based algorithm may mistake a live actor for
garbage in such scenario. A similar problem can happen while an actor is passing a message to another
actor and the message contains a reference. The actor referenced by an in-transit message may not be
marked live by a trace-based algorithm in such case.
We introduce the idea of sender pseudo-roots to prevent erroneous garbage collection of actors in an
asynchronous communication environment: either targets of in-transit messages or actors whose references
are part of in-transit messages. A sender pseudo-root always contains at least one protected reference —
a reference that has been used to deliver messages which are currently in transit, or a reference to
represent an actor referenced by an in-transit message — which we call an in-transit reference. Both
cases are illustrated in Figure 8. Deletion of a protected reference makes the reference unavailable for
the application, but still visible to the garbage collection mechanism. A protected reference can only be
physically deleted when the message sender knows the in-transit message has been received correctly.
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Global pseudo-root actors consist of remotely referenced actors and potentially live actors with outgoing
references to remote actors. They are live because they can possibly send a message to a root actor. With
the live unblocked actor principle, the second case can be ignored since every potentially live actor is live.
To identify remotely referenced actors, each actor can maintain inverse references to figure out its inverse
acquaintances. Notice that the inverse references are not visible to applications. Unfortunately, precisely
identifying remote inverse acquaintances in a non-blocking way is impossible. An alternative approach
must be used — we must guarantee that remotely referenced actors either have an inverse reference to
any remote actor, or are transitively reachable from some local pseudo-root actors (including itself).
To guarantee the existence of an inverse reference to a remote actor or reachability from a local pseudoroot, we only need to consider and constrain three kinds of mutation operations: actor creation, reference
deletion, and reference passing: 1
• Actor creation: We restrict actors to always be created locally. When an actor is created, the created
actor atomically and automatically gets an inverse reference to the creator. In other words, precise
inverse references are preserved after actor creation. Remote actor creation can be modeled by local
creation followed by migration.
• Reference deletion: To ensure liveness of the pseudo-root approach, reference deletion must be
handled carefully. An inverse reference should be deleted if its corresponding reference has been
deleted. Furthermore, if a protected reference is deleted by the application, the reference should be
preserved by the garbage collection system but should no longer be available to the application.
• Reference passing: We have designed a protocol to support reference passing under non-blocking,
non-FIFO communication (see Figure 9). Unlike actor creation, reference passing may create asymmetric pairs of references and inverse references. The protocol combines the idea of sender pseudoroots and inverse reference registration to ensure that the actor whose reference is being passed is
referred to by a pseudo-root which appears in the actor’s inverse reference list. This guarantees the
actor will not be erroneously collected during reference passing.
IV. C OMPUTING M ODEL AND S NAPSHOT A LGORITHM P ROPERTIES
In this section, we define the model of local state logging, and then use the reachability relationship
to prove safety and liveness of local garbage collection based on the local snapshot. We then formalize
snapshot composition, and provide safety and liveness proofs for snapshot composition. Proofs of lemmas
can be found in the Appendix.
1
Migration is not considered because we treat migrating actors as live actors and migration does not affect the existence of inverse
references.
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Fig. 9. This figure illustrates the protocol of reference passing, in which each state is triggered by asynchronous messages. Let Actor a
send a message to Actor b and the message contain a reference pointing to Actor c. At the beginning, Actor a becomes a sender pseudo-root
and protects Reference ab and ac from deletion, and then sends the message to Actor b. When Actor b receives the message, it 1) gets the
reference pointing to Actor c, 2) sends an asynchronous acknowledgement to Actor a to change the protected reference ab from protected
to unprotected, 3) protects Reference bc from deletion to prevent the race between inverse reference registration and deletion messages, and
then 4) sends an inverse reference registration message to Actor c. Upon receiving the inverse reference registration message, Actor c knows
that it is referenced by Actor b, and then it sends two asynchronous acknowledgements — one to Actor a to change Reference ac from
protected to unprotected, and the other one to Actor b to change the protected reference bc as well. Note that whenever Actor b has the
reference pointing to Actor c, it can use it immediately. This protocol is non-blocking because no actor is waiting for any other actors; it is
non-FIFO because we do not assume any message reception order.

A. Computing Model
Reachability from an actor to another actor is important for garbage collection, defined as follows:
Definition 4.1: Transitive reachability
Actor b is transitively reachable from Actor a, denoted by
a ; b,
if and only if a = b ∨ (∃c : ac ∧ c ; b). Otherwise, we say a Y; b.
The transitive reachability relationship is asymmetric (a ; b < b ; a), reflective (a ; a), and
transitive ((a ; b) ∧ (b ; c) ⇒ (a ; c)).
Definition 4.2: Actor configuration (snapshot).
An actor configuration (snapshot),
S = hV, E, P S, IRi,
is a 4-tuple where
• V is a set of actor names.
• E is a set of references. E = {xy | x ∈ V ∧ xy is a reference.}
• P S is a set of pseudo-roots, excluding global pseudo-roots. P S ⊆ V .
• IR is a set of inverse references pointing to external actors. IR = {xy | y ∈ V ∧ x ∈
/ V }.
Definition 4.3: Receptionists, actor references, local actor references, and external inverse references.
Let S be an actor configuration and Actor a ∈ S.V . Then we define the set of receptionists (remotely
referenced actors) S.RE, actor references a.ref , local actor references a.lref , and external inverse
references a.xir.
• S.RE = {y | xy ∈ S.IR}.
• a.ref = {ay | ay ∈ S.E}.
• a.lref = {ay | ay ∈ S.E ∧ y ∈ S.V }.
• a.xir = {xa | xa ∈ S.IR}.
Definition 4.4: Transitive relationship (mutation operation) on actor configurations.
Let S be an actor configuration (snapshot) and Actor a ∈ S.V . Then, → is defined as follows:
• a.MI: Actor migration.
a.M I
hV, E, P S, IRi −−−→ hV − {a}, E − a.ref, P S − {a}, IR ∪ a.lref − a.xiri.
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a.CR(b): Reference creation.
a.CR(b)
hV, E, P S, IRi −−−−→ hV, E ∪ {ab}, P S, IRi.
• a.CA(b): Actor creation.
a.CA(b)
hV, E, P S, IRi −−−−→ hV, E ∪ {ab}, P S, IRi.
• a.MR: Message reception.
a.M R
hV, E, P S, IRi −−−→ hV, E, P S ∪ {a}, IRi.
• a.IRR(b): Inverse reference registration.
a.IRR(b)
hV, E, P S, IRi −−−−−→ hV, E, P S, IR ∪ {ba}i.
To concisely describe relationships of actors under mutation operations in snapshots, we introduce the
following definitions:
Definition 4.5: Transitive state transition.
Let S1 and S2 be actor configurations.
S1 →∗ S2 ⇐⇒ (S1 = S2 ) ∨ (∃Sx : (S1 −
→ Sx ) ∧ (Sx →∗ S2 )).
Definition 4.6: Constrained reachability at actor configurations
Let a and b be actor names, and S be an actor configuration.
•

a ; b at S ⇐⇒ ((a = b) ∧ (a ∈ S.V )) ∨
(∃x : (ax ∈ a.lref ) ∧ (x ; b at S)).
Otherwise, we say a Y; b at S.
Definition 4.7: Constrained live actors at actor configurations.
Let a be an actor name, and S be an actor configuration.
Live(a) at S ⇐⇒ (∃x : (x ∈ S.P S ∪ S.RE) ∧ (x ; a at S)).
Otherwise, we say ¬Live(a) at S.
Definition 4.8: Migration during snapshot state transition.
Let a be an actor name. Let Ss →∗ Se .
a.M I

Migrated(a, Ss , Se ) ⇐⇒ ∃Si , Sj : Ss →∗ Si −−−→ Sj →∗ Se .
Otherwise, we say ¬Migrated(a, Ss , Se ).
The snapshot mutation operations correspond to real-world computations but have a different effect.
Therefore, they are restricted by the actor model — only live actors can become unblocked; only unblocked
and root actors can compute; only live actors can become referenced. We formalize these restrictions using
the following propositions, where Ss and Se are actor configurations:
Proposition 4.9: Initial state of MI operation.
a.M I
Ss −−−→ Se =⇒ (a ∈ Ss .P S).
Proposition 4.10: Initial state of CR operation.
a.CR(b)
Ss −−−−→ Se =⇒ ((a ∈ Ss .P S) ∧ (Live(b) at Ss )).
Proposition 4.11: Initial state of CA operation.
a.CA(b)
Ss −−−−→ Se =⇒ ((a ∈ Ss .P S) ∧ (b ∈
/ Ss .V )).
Proposition 4.12: Initial state of MR operation.
a.M R
Ss −−−→ Se =⇒ (Live(a) at Ss ).
Proposition 4.13: Initial state of IRR operation.
a.IRR(b)
Ss −−−−−→ Se =⇒ ((Live(a) at Ss ) ∧ (b ∈
/ Ss .V )).
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B. Local State Logging Properties
A local actor configuration never produces new garbage as the state mutates. The reason is the model
does not delete references nor makes any actor blocked, except for actor migration. A migration operation
breaks references and actors from the actor configuration. Meanwhile, it makes some actors referenced by
an external actor, the migrating actor. We will prove that the local state logging model is correct. That is,
we show that a migration operation does not affect reachability of actors from pseudo-roots, as formalized
in Lemma 4.14. Therefore, migration does not add new garbage in the local snapshot.
Two actor configurations are used in the following lemmas and theorems, where Ss is the initial
configuration, Se is the final configuration of the local snapshot, and Ss →∗ Se . We will use Ss and
Se directly without re-defining them again.
Lemma 4.14: Alternative guaranteed reachability for state transition.
(a ; b at Ss ) ∧ (a Y; b at Se ) =⇒
(Migrated(b, Ss , Se )) ∨ (∃yx : ((x ; b at Se ) ∧ (yx ∈ Se .IR) ∧ (Migrated(y, Ss , Se )))).
With Lemma 4.14, we now prove that the set of garbage is stable in the actor configuration during
local state logging, as shown in Theorem 4.18. Theorem 4.18 directly turns into Corollary 4.19, which
guarantees a stable set of local garbage during local state logging.
Lemma 4.15: Live(a) at Se =⇒ Live(a) at Ss .
Lemma 4.16: Migrated(a, Ss , Se ) =⇒ Live(a) at Ss .
Lemma 4.17: Live(a) at Ss =⇒ ((Live(a) at Se ) ∨ Migrated(a, Ss , Se )).
Theorem 4.18: Coherent live actors in a local snapshot.
Live(a) at Ss ⇐⇒ (Live(a) at Se ) ∨ (Migrated(a, Ss , Se )).
Proof: The proof is trivial by Lemma 4.15, 4.16, and 4.17.
Now, we can prove safety of local snapshot-based actor garbage collection. An actor is live at the
beginning of local state logging if and only if it is live at the end or it has migrated.
Corollary 4.19: The stable property of the set of garbage actors of a local snapshot.
¬Live(a) at Ss ⇐⇒ (¬Live(a) at Se ) ∧ (¬Migrated(a, Ss , Se )).
Proof: The proof is trivial by Theorem 4.18.
C. Global Snapshot Algorithm Properties
Independent local state logging cannot reclaim global cyclic garbage. A coordinated action of local state
logging is required to guarantee a causally consistent global snapshot. Let us assume that there are lots of
computing nodes participating in a global snapshot activity. Figure 10 explains how global synchronization
works. Now consider the synchronization pseudo-code in Figure 6. Let ts be the time the last computing
node replies YES (line 6), and te the time the last computing node finishes local snapshot (line 11).
When a computing node finishes a local snapshot, the local actor configuration should remain the
same. Let Ss,i be the actor configuration of the local group of the computing node i at time tx , where
ts ≤ tx ≤ te . Let Se,i be the local actor configuration at time te . Local actor configurations at te can
be obtained easily for garbage collectors because they never change again, while configurations at tx are
only used for proofs because they are volatile. Note that Ss,i →∗ Se,i.
With the restriction of global synchronization, the algorithm guarantees that no actor can appear more
than once among the participating local actor configurations.
Lemma 4.20: No actor appears more than once among coordinated local actor configurations.
Let S1 , S2 , ..., Sm be coordinated local actor configurations.
∀i, j : (Si .V ∩ Sj .V = ∅) where (i 6= j) ∧ (m ≥ i, j ≥ 1).
A global snapshot is composed of several different local snapshots. We introduce the real-world actor
configuration to represent the computing state, and the snapshot-composition operation to compose local
snapshots by identifying some local outgoing inverse references as global internal inverse references.
Definition 4.21: Real-world actor configuration.
A real-world actor configuration,
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Fig. 11. This figure shows the relationship of mutation operations, snapshots, and the snapshot-composition operation. There are two actor
configuration sets in the figure — one is {Ss,i | m ≥ i ≥ 1} at time tx , and the other is {Se,i | m ≥ i ≥ 1} at time te , where Ss,i →∗ Se,i
and tx and te are defined in Figure 10 as time points. SS = (Ss,1 k Ss,2 k ... k Ss,m ), and SE = (Se,1 k Se,2 k ... k Se,m ).

R = hV, E, P S, ∅i,
is a special 4-tuple actor configuration which always represents the current state of the real world
computations.
Definition 4.22: Binary snapshot-composition operation.
Let Sx = hVx , Ex , P Sx , IRx i and Sy = hVy , Ey , P Sy , IRy i. Then
Sx k Sy = hVx ∪ Vy , Ex ∪ Ey , P Sx ∪ P Sy , (IRx − Ey ) ∪ (IRy − Ex )i,
where Vx ∩ Vy = ∅.
The composition operation on actor configurations is closed (∀Si , Sj : Si k Sj is also an actor
configuration), commutative (Si k Sj = Sj k Si ), and associative ((Si k Sj ) k Sk = Si k (Sj k Sk )). The
relationship of mutation operations, local snapshots, and the snapshot-composition operation are shown in
Figure 11. Notice that SS does not directly transit to SE , and only the set {Se,i | n ≥ i ≥ 1} is observable.
The snapshot-composition operation can possibly identify new garbage which cannot be detected in
each member of a snapshot set independently. However, the non-blocking, non-FIFO reference listing
algorithm, such as the pseudo-root approach, has to guarantee Proposition 4.23 to solve inconsistency
of two actor configurations — one has a reference to the other one and the other one does not have
a corresponding inverse reference. Then we prove that garbage in the global snapshot remains stable
(safety).
Proposition 4.23: Consistency guarantee of remote references and inverse references.
Let a and b be actor names, S and S1 ... Sm be coordinated actor configurations, and R be the real-world
actor configuration, then
/ S.IR) =⇒
(a ∈ R.V ) ∧ (b ∈ S.V ) ∧ (ab ∈ R.E) ∧ (ab ∈
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(∃r : (r ∈ S.P S) ∧ (rb ∈ S.E)) ∨
(∃r, Si : (r ∈ Si .P S) ∧ (rb ∈ Si .E) ∧ (rb ∈ S.IR) where m ≥ i ≥ 1) ∨
(∃r : ((rb ∈ S.IR) ∧ (∀Si : rb ∈
/ Si .E) where m ≥ i ≥ 1)).
The following lemmas and theorems require the concept of constrained paths to describe the relationship
of actor reachability in a snapshot. We define them as follows:
Definition 4.24: Constrained path and its reference set.
Given S = hV, E, P S, IRi, we define a constrained path P of a1 ; an at S,
P = a1 a2 ...an at S
we define the reference set of P as
if and only if ∀i : ai ai+1 ∈ S.E where n > i ≥ 1, and
Sn−1
P athSet(P ) = i=1
{ai ai+1 }.
To avoid redundant description in the following proofs, we define some variables as follows and then
use them directly: Let R be the real-world actor configuration. Let Ss,1 , Ss,2, ..., and Ss,m be coordinated
local snapshots. Let SS = (Ss,1 k Ss,2 k ... k Ss,m ) and SE = (Se,1 k Se,2 k ... k Se,m ), where Ss,i →∗ Se,i,
m ≥ i ≥ 1. Let P be a path of x ; a at SS s.t. P athSet(P ) contains the maximal inter-snapshot
references of all paths of x ; a at SS . Let the reference set be P athSet(P ).IR. That is, the size of
P athSet(P ).IR, {cd | cd ∈ P athSet(P ) ∧ (∃i : cd ∈ Ss,i.IR where m ≥ i ≥ 1)}, is maximal.
Lemma 4.25: Actors which were reachable from a migrated actor at a local snapshot are reachable
from some global pseudo-root at the merged global snapshot.
(a ; b at Ss,1 ) ∧ (a Y; b at Se,1 ) =⇒
Migrated(b, Ss,1 , Se,1 ) ∨ (∃z : (z ∈ SE .RE) ∧ (z ; b at SE )).
Lemma 4.26: ((¬Live(a) at SS ) ∧ (a ∈ SS .V )) =⇒ (∄y : (y ∈ R.P S) ∧ (y ; a at R)).
Lemma 4.27: (Live(a) at SS ∧ |P athSet(P ).IR| = 0) =⇒ (Live(a) at SE ).
Lemma 4.28: Live(a) at SS =⇒ (Live(a) at SE ) ∨ (∃i : Migrated(a, Ss,i , Se,i), m ≥ i ≥ 1).
Lemma 4.29: (Live(a) at SE ) ∨ (∃i : Migrated(a, Ss,i, Se,i), m ≥ i ≥ 1) =⇒ Live(a) at SS .
Theorem 4.30: Coherent live actors in a global merged actor configuration.
Live(a) at SS ⇐⇒ (Live(a) at SE )∨ (∃i : Migrated(a, Ss,i, Se,i ), m ≥ i ≥ 1).
Proof: The proof is trivial by Lemma 4.28 and 4.29.
Corollary 4.31: The stable property of the set of garbage actors in a global partial snapshot.
¬Live(a) at SS ⇐⇒ ((¬Live(a) at SE )∧ (∄i : Migrated(a, Ss,i, Se,i), m ≥ i ≥ 1).
Proof: This follows trivially from Theorem 4.30.
D. Liveness
The liveness proof of our snapshot model utilizes the property of stable garbage during state logging.
If a garbage collector is periodically activated and all non-pseudo-root actors are selected, garbage is
eventually collected.
Theorem 4.32: Conditional liveness of local garbage collection.
Let each local garbage collector be periodically activated, and use the local snapshot for actor garbage
collection. If every non-pseudo-root actor is always selected, all local garbage is eventually identified by
trace-based algorithms (DFS or BFS).
Proof: Since the set of local garbage actors is a subset of the local non-pseudo-root actors, all
garbage actors are selected into the snapshot for garbage collection. According to Corollary 4.19, all
garbage in this cycle can be identified and reclaimed in this cycle of garbage collection. The floating
garbage produced during the current cycle can be identified at the next cycle because garbage actors
cannot execute mutation operations, which means garbage is eventually identified.
A global garbage collector can use a distributed tracing algorithm to identify global garbage, including
distributed cycles. Liveness of global garbage collection based on the snapshot algorithm can be proven
in a similar manner of Theorem 4.32, and thus we skip the proof.
Theorem 4.33: Conditional liveness of distributed garbage collection that uses the snapshot algorithm.
Let the global garbage collection mechanism be periodically activated, and use the proposed snapshot
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algorithm for distributed actor garbage collection. If every non-pseudo-root actor is always selected for
snapshot, all garbage is eventually identified by distributed trace-based algorithms (DFS or BFS).
V. R ELATED WORK
The most well known snapshot-based garbage collection algorithm is proposed by Yuasa [45] as part
of the Kyoto Lisp concurrent programming language, designed for passive object garbage collection in
shared memory systems. The algorithm uses the snapshot-at-the-beginning strategy to preserve every
reference of the beginning of garbage collection, and new objects allocated during garbage collection are
preserved as well. The algorithm is as conservative as our local state logging strategy, except that our local
state logging strategy considers migration and state of actors (unblocked or blocked). Because Yuasa’s
snapshot-based algorithm is 1) less interfering in applications than other kinds of garbage collection and
2) easy to implement and understand, it is used for real time Java garbage collection [3].
As mentioned in Section I, two kinds of snapshot algorithms are used in distributed garbage collection
— the Chandy-Lamport algorithm [8] and the uncoordinated snapshot algorithm. Venkatasubramanian
et al. [38] proposed a Chandy-Lamport based actor garbage collection algorithm, with the assumption
of a fixed network topology. Because it reuses the Chandy-Lamport algorithm, FIFO communication is
necessary to flush communication channels to capture the status of channels. Besides, any uncooperative
computing node can fail a global garbage collection activity. Another Chandy-Lamport based, distributed
actor garbage collection algorithm is proposed by Kafura et al. [15], which uses a global collector to
coordinate activities of local state logging and global garbage collection. The algorithm does not make
any assumption about network topology, but still shares the problem of the Chandy-Lamport algorithm.
Neither of [38] and [15] consider the problems of actor migration.
There are several variations of uncoordinated snapshot algorithms. The idea is to simulate a global clock,
and to find a causally consistent set of local snapshots among a huge set of uncoordinated snapshots where
each computing node maintains more than one copy of local snapshots. Puaut’s algorithm [28] is based
on this approach. It is client-server based, and requires each computing node to maintain a time-stamp
vector to simulate a global clock. Because finding a causally consistent global snapshot is not easy and
time-consuming, the server only checks once on the local snapshots from clients. Therefore, the algorithm
does not guarantee every global garbage collection activity can succeed even if every computing host is
cooperative for garbage collection. Puaut’s algorithm is not practical in grid computing environments
because the overhead of messages increases as the number of computing nodes goes up. Besides, it is not
easy to maintain a dynamic vector for each message in open computing environments where computing
nodes can join and leave dynamically. Veiga et al. [37] proposed the distributed cycles detection algorithm
(DCDA) [37], where asynchronous local snapshots have to be updated by local mutators to inform changes
in the snapshots. The algorithm starts from suspecting an object as garbage, and a heavy cycle detection
message CDM is then traversed among the snapshots to see if a cycle exists. If any traversed object is
modified by the mutators, the current activity for global garbage collection must abort. A critical problem
of this algorithm is that either: 1) stop-the-world synchronization for applications is required, or 2) a
global garbage collection activity can be failed by any mutation operations.
There are other kinds of distributed actor garbage collection algorithms available in literature. For
example, Vardhan and Agha have proposed a distributed actor garbage collection algorithm [34] which
transforms each local actor reference graph into a passive object reference graph, and uses Schelvis’
algorithm [31] for global garbage collection. An implementation of this algorithm [35] assumes: FIFO
communication, and periodically performs stop-the-world garbage collection. All existing actor garbage
collection algorithms in previous work violate the asynchronous, unordered assumption of actor communication, and none of them supports the concept of actor migration.
Distributed garbage collection for passive object systems are more common. Some are based on
distributed reference counting [4], [5], [21], [25], [27], [32], [42], which cannot detect cyclic garbage
but can serve as a fast mechanism to detect distributed acyclic garbage. These algorithms cannot be
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directly reused in actor systems because they assume FIFO communication, or blocking communication
(e.g. remote procedure calls), or even both.
There are various distributed garbage collection algorithms that can detect cyclic garbage for passive
object systems, and lots of them are hybrid with different approaches. We classify these algorithms
according to their most noticeable feature as follows: 1) Global-time-based algorithms such as Hughes’
algorithm [14], which uses global time-stamp propagation from roots to guarantee event orders. 2) Remote
reference server-based algorithms such as [18] in which local collectors have to report remote references
to a server. 3) Trial-deletion-based algorithms such as Vestal’s algorithm [39], which tries to virtually
delete a reference to see if a garbage cycle can be broken. 4) Heuristics-based algorithms such as [20],
[22], [23]. The idea is to efficiently suspect some objects as garbage and then to verify them. 5) Groupcollection-based algorithms such as [13], [19], [29]. The idea is to collect garbage in static or dynamic
groups to achieve more incrementality. Dynamic groups are established by heuristics such as the age of
objects (generations) or reachability from roots.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE WORK
The actor model of computation is an excellent reasoning and development paradigm for grid and
pervasive computing applications because of its ability to model parallel computing [17] and dynamic
application reconfiguration [10], [36]. Since actor garbage collection is required in actor systems, research
in actor garbage collection is imperative as the fields of grid and pervasive computing mature. In this paper,
we have proposed a snapshot-based distributed actor garbage collection algorithm, along with the pseudocode, the computing model, and proofs of correctness. Using the pseudo-root approach, the snapshotbased algorithm does not require FIFO or blocking communication, nor comprehensive cooperation of
each computing node during global snapshot. These features make our algorithm unique in the area of
distributed garbage collection. Furthermore, the snapshot algorithm supports actor migration and works
concurrently with mutation operations, which reduces interruption of applications. We have implemented
the algorithm as a logically centralized global garbage collector. No message logging is required in our
algorithm which demands less space than traditional snapshot-based algorithms.
Global synchronization usually implies long waiting time. Instead of waiting at each computing node,
the global synchronization service controls the distributed garbage collection flow to enable non-blocking
distributed snapshot. The non-blocking snapshot algorithm for distributed garbage collection has been
implemented as part of the SALSA programming language, whose open source can be downloaded from
[43]. Our previous research [40], [41] has shown the overhead of distributed garbage collection to be
acceptable (on average 16.4%).
When resource (root) access restrictions are considered, actor garbage collection becomes different from
what we have described: in such case, the live unblocked actor principle is no longer true. Without the
live unblocked actor principle, active garbage actors are possible — they can perform mutation operations
but cannot possibly do any meaningful computation. Actor garbage collection in this context has not
been explored and further research is needed to study the interaction of garbage collection with practical
security models.
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A PPENDIX
In this appendix, we provide proofs for the proposed snapshot computing model. The proofs for local
state logging properties can be found in Sub-Section A; the proofs for global snapshot algorithm properties
are described in Sub-Section B.
A. Local State Logging Properties
Two actor configurations are used in the following lemmas, where Ss is the initial configuration, Se
is the final configuration of the local snapshot, and Ss →∗ Se . We will use Ss and Se directly without
re-defining them again in this Sub-Section.
To concisely describe a sequence of state transitions excliuding migration, we provide the definition of
no-migration transitive state transition as follows:
Definition 1.1: No-migration transitive state transition.
Let S1 and S2 be actor configurations.
(6=M I) ∗
S1 −−−−→ S2 ⇐⇒
∗
(6=M I)
mo
(S1 = S2 ) ∨ ((∀a : S1 −→ Sx where mo 6= a.MI) ∧ (Sx −−−−→ S2 )).
Similarly,
∗
(6=a.M I)
S1 −−−−−→ S2 ⇐⇒
(6=a.M I) ∗
mo
(S1 = S2 ) ∨ ((S1 −→ Sx where mo 6= a.MI) ∧ (Sx −−−−−→ S2 )).
Lemma 4.14 Alternative guaranteed reachability for state transition.
(a ; b at Ss ) ∧ (a Y; b at Se ) =⇒
(Migrated(b, Ss , Se )) ∨ (∃yx : (x ; b at Se ) ∧ (yx ∈ Se .IR) ∧ (Migrated(y, Ss , Se ))).
Proof: The only operation to remove a reference or an actor from a snapshot is MI. There are two
cases to be considered:
• Case 1: Let (b ∈
/ Se .V ). Since the only operation to remove b is b.MI, then there must exist Si , Sj
b.M I
∗
s.t. Ss → Si −−−→ Sj →∗ Se , where b ∈ Si .V ∧ b ∈
/ Sj .V . Then Migrated(b, Ss , Se ).
• Case 2: Let (b ∈ Se .V ). Because (a Y; b at Se ), there exists a reference at Ss and it is removed by
a MI operation during state transitions, making a Y; b. This case can be proven by induction. Let
the number of performed MI operations be n during state transitions where n ≥ 1.
Basis: Prove that the statement is true for n = 1.
y.M I
Let Ss →∗ Si −−−→ Sj →∗ Se where ((a ; y) ∧ (x ; b) ∧ (yx ∈ Si .E)) and (a Y; b at
Sj ). Therefore, 1) x ∈ Sj .RE, 2) x ; b at Sj , and 3) yx ∈ Sj .IR. Because no more MI is
y.M I
performed, ((x ; b at Se ) ∧ (yx ∈ Se .IR) ∧ (Ss →∗ Si −−−→ Sj →∗ Se )) which proves the
basis.
Induction step: Assume the statement is true for n where k ≥ n ≥ 1, and show that it is
true for n = k + 1.
y.M I
Let Si be the state right before the last MI is performed. That is, ∃y : Si −−−→ Sj . Because
(b ∈ Se .V ), b.MI cannot be the last MI operation.
Let yx be the reference removed by the last MI, y.MI. According to the induction hypothez.M I
sis, ∃zw, Sk , Sm : ((w ; y ; x ; b at Si ) ∧(zw ∈ Si .IR) ∧ (Ss →∗ Sk −−−→ Sm →∗ Si )).
Now consider the following sub-cases:
Sub-case 1: Let (w ; b at Sj ), which means ((w ; b at Sj )∧(zw ∈ Sj .IR)∧(Ss →∗
(6=M I) ∗

z.M I

Sk −−−→ Sm →∗ Sj ))). Since (Sj −−−−→ Se ) do not remove any references or actor
z.M I
names, ((w ; b at Se ) ∧ (zw ∈ Se .IR) ∧ (Ss →∗ Sk −−−→ Sm →∗ Se ))). Thus the
lemma is true for Sub-case 1.
Sub-case 2: The concept of this sub-case is shown in Figure 12. Let (w Y; b at Sj ).
Since ((w ; b at Si ) ∧ (w Y; b at Sj )) and only one MI is performed during
y.M I

(6=M I)

∗

(Si −−−→ Sj −−−−→ Se ), the statement can be proven by re-using the basis.
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Sub-case 2 of the induction step of the proof for Lemma 4.14.

Therefore, one can conclude that the statement is true by induction.
Lemma 4.15 Live(a) at Se =⇒ Live(a) at Ss .
Proof: The statement can be proven by contradiction. Assume the statement is wrong, which means
(¬Live(a) at Ss ) =⇒ ∀y : (y ∈ (Ss .P S ∪ Ss .RE)) ∧ (y Y; a at Ss ). According to Proposition 4.9, 4.10,
4.11, 4.12, and 4.13, a cannot execute any mutation operation, and must remain the same state at Se .
By proposition 4.10, y cannot create a reference to a because (Live(a) at Ss ) is required. Therefore,
(∀y : (y ∈ (Se .P S ∪ Se .RE)) ∧ (y Y; a at Se )) =⇒ (¬Live(a) at Se ), which contradicts the premise.
Lemma 4.16 Migrated(a, Ss , Se ) =⇒ Live(a) at Ss .
a.M I
Proof: (Migrated(a, Ss , Se ) implies (∃Si , Sj : Ss →∗ Si −−−→ Sj →∗ Se )). By Proposition 4.9,
a ∈ Si .P S. By Definition 4.6 and 4.7, Live(a) at Si . By Lemma 4.15, Live(a) at Ss .
Lemma 4.17 Live(a) at Ss =⇒ ((Live(a) at Se ) ∨ Migrated(a, Ss , Se )).
Proof: By Definition 4.6, Live(a) at Se ⇐⇒ ∃x : (x ∈ (Se .P S ∪ Se .RE)) ∧ (x ; a at Se ). By
a.M I
Definition 4.8, Migrated(a, Ss , Se ) ⇐⇒ (∃Si , Sj : Ss →∗ Si −−−→ Sj →∗ Se )). Assume the statement is
wrong, which means:
Assumption 1: ∀x : (x ∈ (Se .P S ∪ Se .RE)) ∧ (x Y; a at Se ) and
a.M I
Assumption 2: ∀Si , Sj : Ss →∗ Si −−−→ Sj →∗ Se is false, which means a ∈ Se .V
Let z ∈ Ss .V and (z ∈ (Ss .P S ∪ Ss .RE)) ∧ (z ; a at Ss ) from the premise. One can conclude from
Assumption 1 and Assumption 2 that (z ∈ (Se .P S ∪ Se .RE)) ∧ (z Y; a at Se ). By using Lemma 4.14,
we know that (z ; a at Ss ) ∧ (z Y; a at Se ) implies either:
a.M I

Conclusion 1: ∃Si , Sj : Ss →∗ Si −−−→ Sj →∗ Se , or
d.M I
Conclusion 2: ∃dc : ((c ; a at Se ) ∧ (dc ∈ Se .IR) ∧ (∃Si , Sj : Ss →∗ Si −−−→ Sj →∗ Se )).
Conclusion 1 contradicts Assumption 2. Conclusion 2 contradicts Assumption 1 because ∃c : c ∈ Se .RE ∧
(c ; a at Se ). Therefore, the lemma is true.
B. Global Snapshot Algorithm Properties
We define some variables as follows and then use them directly in this sub-section: Let R be the
real-world actor configuration. Let Ss,1 , Ss,2 , ..., and Ss,m be coordinated local snapshots. Let SS =
(Ss,1 k Ss,2 k ... k Ss,m ) and SE = (Se,1 k Se,2 k ... k Se,m ), where Ss,i →∗ Se,i , m ≥ i ≥ 1. Let
P be a path of x ; a at SS s.t. P athSet(P ) contains the maximal inter-snapshot references of all
paths of x ; a at SS . Let the reference set be P athSet(P ).IR. That is, the size of P athSet(P ).IR,
{cd | cd ∈ P athSet(P ) ∧ (∃i : cd ∈ Ss,i .IR where m ≥ i ≥ 1)}, is maximal.
Lemma 4.20 No actor appears more than once among coordinated local actor configurations.
Let S1 , S2 , ..., Sm be coordinated local actor configurations.
∀i, j : (Si .V ∩ Sj .V = ∅) where (i 6= j) ∧ (m ≥ i, j ≥ 1).
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Proof: Only migration can cause an actor to appear twice in different locations. Let computing node
i and j be two arbitrary computing nodes whose final local actor configurations are Si and Sj respectively.
Assume {a} ⊆ (Si .V ∩ Sj .V ) and the last two logged appearances of a be in computing node i, and
then migrate to j. Also let tsi be the time computing node i starts state logging, tei computing node i
finishes state logging, tsj the time computing node j starts state logging, and tej the time computing node
j finishes state logging. Let the time to migrate from node i be tsmig , and to arrive at node j be temig .
Case 1: tsmig > tei .
Now consider three sub-cases:
Sub-case 1.1: temig > tej .
a cannot be logged in Sj .
Sub-case 1.2: tej ≥ temig ≥ tsj .
Sj cannot include any new actor during this period of time.
Sub-case 1.3: tsj > temig (an early message of migration).
Considering tsj > temig , temig > tsmig , and tsmig > tei , we get tsj > tei . However, the
global synchronization mechanism guarantees that tei ≥ tsj because snapshot termination must wait for a consensus of all participating computing nodes. Therefore, this
sub-case is impossible due to a contradiction.
Case 2: tei ≥ tsmig ≥ tsi .
The MI operation guarantees that {a} ∈
/ Si .V .
Case 3: tsi > tsmig .
a cannot be logged in Si .
Lemma 4.25 Actors which were reachable from a migrated actor at a local snapshot are reachable
from some global pseudo-root at the merged global snapshot.
(a ; b at Ss,1 ) ∧ (a Y; b at Se,1 ) =⇒
Migrated(b, Ss,1 , Se,1 ) ∨ (∃z : (z ∈ SE .RE) ∧ (z ; b at SE )).
Proof: According to Lemma 4.14, one of the following statements is true.
b.M I
Case 1: ∃Sj , Sk : Ss,1 →∗ Sj −−−→ Sk →∗ Se,1 by Definition 4.8.
w.M I
Case 2: ∃Sj , Sk , wx : ((x ; b at Se,1 ) ∧ (wx ∈ Se,1 .IR) ∧ (Ss,1 →∗ Sj −−−→ Sk →∗ Se,1 )).
Figure 13 helps understand the proof. If Case 1 is true, the statement to prove is also true. Now consider
the Case 2. Let SE′ = (Se,2 k Se,3 k ... k Se,m ). Let Sj , Sk be the actor configurations and wx be the
reference to make Case 2 true. Because w ∈ Ss,1.V and no duplicate actor name is allowed (Lemma
4.20), we know (w ∈
/ Ss,i .V where m ≥ i > 1). Consequently, w ∈
/ Se,i.V where m ≥ i > 1 because
no mutation operation can add any new actor name. Since (w ∈
/ Se,i .V where m ≥ i > 1), we get
/ Se,i.E where ∀i : m ≥ i > 1), which also implies that wx ∈
/ SE′ .E. From Case 2 we know
(wx ∈
′
(wx ∈ Se,1.IR), and thus we get wx ∈ (Se,1 .IR − SE .E).
Now let us compose Se,1 and SE′ . We find that (wx ∈ (Se,1 k SE′ ).IR), which is equal to (wx ∈ SE .IR).
Therefore, (x ∈ SE .RE). Case 2 also says that ((x ; b at Se,1 ), indicating ((x ; b at SE .E). By replacing
x with z, we finish the proof.
Lemma 4.26 ((¬Live(a) at SS ) ∧ (a ∈ SS .V )) =⇒ (∄y : (y ∈ R.P S) ∧ (y ; a at R)).
Proof: Assume the lemma is wrong, which means (∃y : (y ∈ R.P S) ∧ (y ; a at R)) =⇒
(∃w, x, y : (y ; w at R)∧(wx ∈
/ SS .E)∧(x ; a at SS )). Since wx ∈ SS .IR =⇒ ((x ∈ SS .RE)∧(x ; a
at SS )) =⇒ Live(a) at SS which contradicts the premise, we know wx ∈
/ SS .IR. According to Proposition
4.23, (∃z : (z ∈ SS .IR∪SS .P S)∧(z ; a at SS )) =⇒ (Live(a) at SS ) which also contradicts the premise.
Lemma 4.27 (Live(a) at SS ∧ |P athSet(P ).IR| = 0) =⇒ (Live(a) at SE ).
Proof: Let a ∈ Ss,1 .V without losing generality. |P athSet(P ).IR| = 0 implies that (P athSet(P ) ∩
Ss,1 .IR) ∪ (P athSet(P ) ∩ Ss,2.IR) ∪ ... ∪ (P athSet(P ) ∩ Ss,m .IR) = ∅. Consequently, ∃x : (x ∈
(SS .P S ∪ SS .RE)) ∧ (x ; a at Ss,1 ).
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This figure shows two different possible global actor configurations where ∃Sk , Sm : Ss,1 →∗ Sk −−−→ Sm →∗ Se,1 .

Case 1: Now consider the case that x ; a at Se,1 .
Sub-case 1.1: Let (x ∈ SS .P S), which implies (x ∈ Ss,1 .P S) since (x ; a at Ss,1 ).
Because x ∈ Se,1 .V , no migration operation is executed. Since (x ∈ Ss,1 .P S), we know
(x ∈ Se,1 .P S) such that ((x ∈ (SE .P S ∪ SE .RE)) ∧ (x ; a at SE )), implying Live(a)
at SE .
Sub-case 1.2: Let x ∈ SS .RE. This implies that ∃zx : (zx ∈ Ss,1.IR) ∧ (zx ∈
/ Ss,i .E
6=x.M I ∗
where m ≥ i ≥ 1). x ∈ Se,1 .V implies that Ss,1 −−−−→ Se,1 . Therefore, (x ∈ Se,1.V )
/ Se,i.E where m ≥ i ≥ 1). Then
which also implies ∃zx : (zx ∈ Se,1 .IR) ∧ (zx ∈
∃zx : zx ∈ SE .IR. To conclude, ∃x : (x ∈ SE .IR) ∧ (x ; a at SE ), implying Live(a)
at SE .
Case 2: Now consider the case that x Y; a at Se,1. According to Lemma 4.14, either Migrated(a, Ss,1 , Se,1 )
a.M I
which means ∃Sma , Smb : Ss,1 →∗ Sma −−−→ Smb →∗ Se,1 , or
c.M I
∃Sma , Smb , cw : ((w ; a at Se,1 )∧(cw ∈ Se,1 .IR)∧(Ss,1 →∗ Sma −−−→ Smb →∗ Se,1 )). Because
(c ∈ Ss,1 .V ), we know (c ∈
/ Ss,i .V where m ≥ i ≥ 2), which also means that c ∈
/ Se,i .V where
m ≥ i ≥ 2. (c ∈
/ Se,i.V where m ≥ i ≥ 1) implies (∀d : cd ∈
/ Se,i .E where m ≥ i ≥ 1). Since
cw ∈ Ss,1 .IR and (∀d : cd ∈
/ Se,i.E where m ≥ i ≥ 1), we get cw ∈ SE .IR which also means
w ∈ SE .RE. Therefore, (w ∈ (SE .P S ∪ SE .RE)) ∧ (w ; a at SE )), implying Live(a) at SE .
Lemma 4.28 Live(a) at SS =⇒ (Live(a) at SE ) ∨ (∃i : Migrated(a, Ss,i, Se,i ), m ≥ i ≥ 1).
Proof: Let a ∈ Ss,1 .V without losing generality. Let |P athSet(P ).IR| = n.
Basis: The case of n = 0 is proven by Lemma 4.27.
Induction step: For each k ≥ 0 assume the statement is true, and prove the case n = k + 1.
Let pq be any inter-snapshot reference of x ; a at SS s.t. ((x ; p at SS )∧ (q ∈ Ss,1 .V )∧ (∃j : p ∈ Ss,j .V
where m ≥ j ≥ 2)∧ (q ; a at Ss,1 )). Consequently, the induction assumption indicates either 1) Live(p)
p.M I
at SE , or 2) ∃i, Sms,i , Sme,i : (Ss,i →∗ Sms,i −−−→ Sme,i →∗ Se,i), m ≥ i ≥ 1 by Definition 4.8.
These cases are discussed as follows:
Case 1: (∃f : (f ∈ (SE .P S ∪ SE .RE)) ∧ (f ; p at SE )). There are two sub-cases to deal with:
Sub-case 1.1: Let q ; a at Se,1 . This means Live(a) at SE .
Sub-case 1.2: Let q Y; a at Se,1 . By Lemma 4.25, we know
•
•

a.M I

∃Sms,1 , Sme,1 : Ss,1 →∗ Sms,1 −−−→ Sme,1 →∗ Se,1 , or
Live(a) at SE .
p.M I

Case 2: Now consider that ∃i, Sms,i , Sme,i : (Ss,i →∗ Sms,i −−−→ Sme,i →∗ Se,i ), m ≥ i ≥ 1.
There are two sub-cases:
Sub-case 2.1: Assume q ; a at Se,1 . Let Ss,i have transitted to Sms,i and Ss,1 have transitted to
Sms,1 at time tx . Notice that Ss,i →∗ Sms,i →∗ Se,i and Ss,1 →∗ Sms,1 →∗ Se,1 .
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Sub-case 2.1.1: Assume pq ∈ Sms,1 .IR. Since q ∈ Se,1, we get pq ∈ Se,1 .IR. Because p ∈ Ss,i.V
and no duplicate actor name is allowed (Lemma 4.20), we know (p ∈
/ Ss,j .V where m ≥ j ≥ 1).
Consequently, p ∈
/ Se,i.V where m ≥ i ≥ 1 because no mutation operation can add any new
actor name. Since (p ∈
/ Se,i.V where m ≥ i ≥ 1), we get (pq ∈
/ Se,i .E where ∀i : m ≥ i ≥ 1).
Therefore, (q ∈ SE .RE ∧ q ; a at SE ) =⇒ Live(a) at SE .
Sub-case 2.1.2: Assume pq ∈
/ Sms,1 .IR. According to Proposition 4.23, there are three cases to
consider as follows:
∗
• Let (∃r : (r ∈ Sms,1 .P S) ∧ (rq ∈ Sms,1 .E)) be true. If (∃Srms,1 , Srme,1 : Sms,1 →
r.M I
Srms,1 −−−→ Srms,1 →∗ Se,1 ) is true, we can prove the statement by Lemma 4.25. Otherwise,
r.MI has never been executed. Therefore, ((r ∈ Se,1 .P S) ∧ (r ; q ; a at Se,1 )), which
implies Live(a) at SE .
• Let (∃r, Sms,j : (r ∈ Sms,j .P S) ∧ (rq ∈ Sms,j .E) ∧ (rq ∈ Sms,1 .IR) where Sms,j 6= Sms,1 )
r.M I
be true. First assume ∃Srms,j , Srme,j : Sms,j →∗ Srms,j −−−→ Srms,j →∗ Se,j . Since rq ∈
Sms,1 .IR and q ∈ Sms,1 .V , we know rq ∈ Se,1 .IR. Because ∀Se,newj : r ∈
/ Se,newj .V where
m ≥ newj ≥ 1 and rq ∈ Sms,1 .IR, we get rq ∈ SE .IR. Therefore, (q ∈ SE .RE) ∧ (q ; a
at SE ), indicating Live(a) at SE . Now consider the other case that r.MI has never been
executed. We find that (r ∈ SE .P S) ∧ (r ; q ; a at SE ), implying Live(a) at SE .
/ Smsi .E) where Smsi 6= Sms,1 be true, which implies
• Let ∃r : ∀Smsi : (rq ∈ Sms,1 .IR)∧(rq ∈
/ Se,i .E) where Se,i 6= Se,1. Therefore, (q ∈ SE .RE)∧(q ;
that (rq ∈ Se,1 .IR)∧(∀Se,i : rq ∈
a at SE ), implying Live(a) at SE .
Sub-case 2.2: Let q Y; a at Se,1 . Sub-case 2.2 can be proven by reusing the proof of Lemma
4.27.
We conclude the statement is true by induction.
Lemma 4.29 (Live(a) at SE ) ∨ (∃i : Migrated(a, Ss,i, Se,i), m ≥ i ≥ 1) =⇒ Live(a) at SS .
Proof: The lemma can be proven by contradiction. Assume ¬Live(a) at SS where a ∈ SS .V . By
Lemma 4.26, we get (∀y : (y ∈ R.P S) ∧ (y Y; a at R)). Since local state logging corresponds to the
real world computing, Actor a cannot execute any mutation operations, which means ¬Live(a) at SE and
thus contradicts the premise.

